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“Man’s Flight through life is sustained by the power of his knowledge.”
Austin “Dusty” Miller, Lt. Col. USAF, student of history, member of the Stockton Yacht Club

CHIMAERA

Origin: Late Middle English chimere, via Ancient Greek khimaira), Latin Chimaera, French chimere.
Definition: 1. In Greek mythology, one of the many fantastical offspring of Typhon and Echidna. The Chimaera is
often depicted as a fire-breathing (occasionally multi-headed) female monster with a lion’s head, a goat’s body, and a
serpent’s tail. Killed by the hero Bellerophon in Lycea. Homer’s brief description in The Iliad is the earliest
surviving literary reference.
2. A “wild fantasy”, recorded in 1587. A thing which is hoped for but is illusory or impossible to achieve.
3. Genetic chimaerism: an organism containing a mixture of genetically different tissues, formed by processes such
as fusion, grafting or mutation.
4. Family Chimaeridae, Genus Chimaera, cartilaginous fish which include the ghost sharks.
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ALTAIR

Origin: from the Arabic an-nasr at-tair, the ‘flying eagle’. The term Al Nesr Al Tair appeared in the
calendarium and catalogue of stars of Muhammad Al Achsasi al Mouakket, the Egyptian astronomer and learned
elder of the Mosque at Cairo university. This work was written around 1650; the Arabic name of the catalogue
translates to “Pearls of Brilliance Upon the Solar Operations”. This name was applied by the Arabs to the asterism
of  and Aquilae, and likely goes back to the ancient Babylonians and Sumerians.

Astronomy: Altair is the brightest star in the constellation Aquila; Alpha (u03B1) Aquila. It is the twelfth

brightest star in the sky, and – along with Vega and Deneb - forms the Summer Triangle, the most prominent
asterism in the northern hemisphere. It is currently in the G-cloud. Altair is an A-type main sequence star with an
apparent visual magnitude of 0.77. With a rapid rotation velocity at the equator of approximately 286 km/s, Altair is
not spherical but is flattened at the poles. This charismatic star has been given different names by other cultures,
and has lent its Arabic name to many uses, from computers and satellites to literature. Altair has always been
important in nautical celestial navigation. In Pacific Island navigation, a tia borau (natural navigator) was able to
recognize familiar swell patterns ‘like people’s faces.’ Direction was not referred to in terms of north, south, east or
west; instead, they used the names of the stars that would rise or set in that direction. The Big Wave that came from
under The Big Bird (Altair) was one such familiar swell
pattern.

The Maritime Museum of San
Diego opens a new exhibit on March 3rd

that will be of special interest to AMSS
members. This new photographic collection of historic,
classic and wooden boats sailing in San Diego pairs the
images of the late Bobby Grieser, a renowned
international yachting and nautical sport photographer,
with those of another accomplished professional
photographer and sailor, Mark Albertazzi - his close
friend on the sea and behind the lens. Opening night
event for AMSS members and Maritime Museum
members requires an RSVP. www.sdmaritime.org
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Pacific Ocean
“The ocean beneath is almost unimaginably vast, and illimitably various. It is the oldest of the world’s seas, the relic
of the once all-encompassing Panthalassic Ocean that opened up seven hundred fifty million years ago. It is by far
the world’s biggest body of water – all the continents could be contained within its borders, and there would be
ample room to spare. It is the most biologically diverse, the most seismically active; it sports the planet’s greatest
mountains and deepest trenches. Its chemistry influences the world; and the planetary weather systems are born
within its boundaries.”
Pacific by Simon Whinchester

Baleine, ballena, baleia, balena, kujira, кит, kohola, míol mór, walvis, velryba,
walvis, val, WHALE !
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Welcome BRANTA to our fleet!

Owners: Richard & Lynn Reineman
Designer: William Starling Burgess, Rigg & Morgan (1926)
Builder: Abeking & Rasmussen, Lemwerder, Germany (1927)
Design Class: 10 meter
Sail No. : 10 / 7
Branta has been under the same ownership for 3 generations, and has had 4 generations under sail. She was one of
14 vessels built to the same specifications at the time she was built. It is believed that only 2 are still in the water.
Her sister ship, Sally (CF Koehler), also sails in the AMSS fleet.
Branta
1. Ultimately from the Old Norse ‘brandgas’ – ‘burned’
(black) goose.
2. The genus name for the true black geese, avian
waterbirds, Order Anseriformes, Family Anatidae.
3. Branta. thessaliensis is a prehistoric species known from
fossils found in Greece.
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Photographic contributions by Bobby Grieser, Cynthia Sinclair and John Houts – courtesy of Richard &
Lynn Reineman.

Freedom
Bid ‘Farewell’ to Freedom, who traveled off to a new life in February after many happy years, and happy
adventures, with Dave and Kathy Easter.
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“What a country chooses to save is what a country chooses to say about itself.”
Mollie Beatty – former Director US Fish & Wildlife Service

Schooner Cup Charity Regatta April 7, 2018
Hosted by Silver Gate Yacht Club and sponsored by Star Clippers, all proceeds go to the
Navy/MarineCorps Relief Society. Come sail aboard the Californian !
www.sdmaritime.org

Classic Yacht Regatta

The 31st Antigua
April 18th – 24th, 2018

Celebrating 30 Years of a truly unique and world class
event, where people gather to share the passion of
sailing classic, vintage & traditional yachts.
www.antiguaclassics.com
For anyone who wants to start the day with a happy heart,
I recommend setting aside 4 minutes or so to fill your mind
with the breathtaking images of these races. The Antigua
Classics feature the Carriacou Sloops of Master Boatbuilder
Alwyn Enoe, made familiar to us in the documentary
“Vanishing Sail – The Story of a Caribbean Tradition”,
brought to San Diego by one of our own, John P. Buser. John returned to sail in the 2017 Regatta on Alwyn Enoe’s
sloop Genesis, and can be seen here “hanging on for dear life”, in his own words, as mother nature turned up the
volume for this race. Use these links from Officine Panerai by using [Ctrl] + “click” to follow the boats and
conditions. The links to the 2015 Regatta show Alwyn Enoe’s sloop Exodus.
Antigua Classic Yacht Regatta April 19 – 25, 2017

Officine Panerai

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUX5R25Sskc

Antigua Classic Yacht Regatta April 15 – 24, 2015
Race 1 Race 2 Race 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTdEsNxIUoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5I6FvdMBHus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CX4XaKRVIA
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Wind, Waves, Tides, Currents, Navigation
“It is not down in any map; true places never are.”
[The Unchartable Truth]
Moby Dick, or The Whale by Herman Melville

“For centuries any marks that make land easier to read from the sea have saved lives, whether they are natural
features or artificial ones. Elizabeth I was painfully aware that the well-being of the nation was growing
increasingly dependent on the well-being of her seafarers – and so one of her less famous, but very pragmatic,
decrees was that these coastal features were to be protected. Destroying or changing them was made a criminal
offense. To this day, the vast majority of harbor authorities are trying to make these transits easy to spot, and the
colors black and white are often used. … These two related techniques of recognizing features (pareidolia) and lining
up transits are fundamental to all nautical traditions all over the world.”
How to Read Water by Tristan Gooley Chapter 13 The
Coast (UK)

Elizabeth I b. 7 Sep.1533 (17 Nov. 1558) – d. 24 Mar. 1603

The Spanish Armada was defeated 29 July
1588 by the British, who were sailing under Lord Charles Howard and Sir Francis Drake.
“The ocean’s currents can carry anything at the surface, like (the) sneakers and rubber duckies (above), on long
journeys. But they do not carry all things equally. Dutch oceanographers discovered that Wellington boots that were
lost by fishermen in the North Sea did not all embark on the same journey. The currents carried the left boots to the
east, washing them up on the Dutch coasts, but the right boots were taken west to Scotland.” How to Read Water by Tristan
Gooley Chapter 15 Currents and Tides

Giggles and Snorts
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Guinea Cup No. 1 February 3, 2018
Because of light and variable winds, the RC did
not announce the course until the 10 minute horn,
at which time Course #Alpha was chosen on the
hopes of increasing wind. The long course
measured 13.86 NM and the short course
measured 10.84. To
complicate matters,
there was a strong
ebbing tide that
streamed past Ballast
Point at over 2.5 knots.
At 1200, eleven boats crossed the starting line, 3 on
the short course and 8 on the long course. Chimaera
took a low course to CB7 and found steady wind in
the middle of the channel while the rest of the fleet
stayed higher and suffered variables. The exception
was 38 Special which took the highest course and
screamed along under the cliffs beating almost
every boat (except Chimaera and Sprig) to the first
mark, CB7. As it turned out, Chimaera’s 2 minute
lead at CB7 was all they needed. They rounded
just in time to find steady wind back the CB19
while the rest of the fleet sailed into a huge hole at
the mark and sat there as a group for many
minutes. There was virtually no steerage and some boats were even turned
the wrong way and going backwards with the outgoing tide. The more
cautious boats had their boat hooks at the ready because it was impossible to
sail. The wind did finally fill in. The entire fleet,
with the exception of Rendezvous, Frolic and
Sprig, went back to the high side of the channel

while Rendezvous and Frolic
picked the North Island side,
which turned out to be a
good choice because of the
stronger winds. Sprig took
an intermediate course and
sprinted into a solid second.
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Rendezvous and Frolic tacked back and forth in close proximity on the way back to CB 19 until
Rendezvous made a lucky guess on the wind and picked up a lift around
17. From this point on, the winds were steady and increasing. At CB 19,
it was Chimaera, Sprig, Rendezvous and Frolic with Chimaera stretching
her lead by the minute.
The next three marks, FM 19, CB 19 and CB 22 put an interesting loop
in the course that called for two spinnaker sets and two beats, the last
being the upwind leg to the finish line at CB 19.
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In the end, Chimaera bested second place Rendezvous by a staggering 53 minutes and 29 minutes on
corrected time.
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In Long Course B, Route 66 retired and Dawn sailed the wrong course. In long course A, Sprig retired
after rounding CB 19 the first time while she was holding a very strong second place.
The short course boats had it really tough with the strong tide and variable winds at the start. All three
retired, but the good news is that they are all tied for first place in the short course.
It was a great turnout for the first Guinea Cup race of the season. The new courses are more challenging
and more technical so it looks like it will be a fun series for 2018. The results are posted on the AMSS site
as well as the new courses. JPB
www.amss.us

2017 Commodore’s Ball and Trophy Awards
2017 AMSS Fleet Championship Standings
2017– 20Guinea Cup Final Standings
Long Course A Chimaera

Driscoll Perpetual Trophy

Chimaera

Long Course B Altair
Short Course Valkyrie
Classic Design Vixen
Yesteryear Regatta

Fair Wind
Maid of Kent
Miramar
Sutphen Perpetual 38 Special

Fleet Championship

Rendezvous
Margarita Cup

Long Course A Chimaera
Long Course B 38 Special
Classic Class Vixen
Kettenburg and Classic

Chimaera
Sally
Zest

Half Pint o’ Rum
Racing A
Chimaera
Racing B
Altair
Alternate Start 38 Special
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The 2018 AMSS Events Calendar, New Courses and race results are posted on our website.
Reduced Rum Rations for Laggards !
If you have not already renewed, please send your contribution in to AMSS today. These contributions make our
presentations, events, annual BBQ and projects possible. The form is available on our website under ‘Membership.’

Again, “Thank you” to Mark Albertazzi for his artistic contributions in photography (Chimaera, Altair), to
Richard & Lynn Reineman for providing photos (Branta), to Linna Buser (Freedom), to Dana Joseph for
technical advice, and to John Buser, our board & members for making our AMSS events so fun and
memorable.
Jane Allan Noon
Editor
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Website: www.amss.us
Mailing Address: PO BOX 6484, San Diego, CA 92166

Email: info@amss.us

